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Accelerated Mobile Pages
This module is an AMP package for Magento 2. The package consists of
lightweight css styles powered by SASS and AMP module that
automatically converts all known tags and blocks into amp compatible
elements on the fly.
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Following pages are supported:

Homepage
Cms pages
Contact Us page
Products comparison page
Category
Search results
Product page

All product types are supported with and without custom options
Configurable “Configure and Buy” and full “Add to Cart” modes
are available
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Configuration
AMP configuration is located at Stores > Configuration > Swissup >
Accelerated Mobile Pages.

General

Option Description
Enabled Enable/Disable AMP module
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Option Description
Persistent
browsing Set “No”, and all links on AMP site will direct to normal site

Use AMP for
all supported
pages

Set “No” to select supported pages manually

Use AMP at Select the pages that will use AMP
Exclude
URLs from
AMP

Place URLs which should not be converted to AMP. For
example, some third-party modules create product pages
which don’t work on AMP.

Force AMP
activation on

Allows to force AMP activation for mobile and tablet
devices

Web

Option Description
Cookie
Restriction
Mode

Enable/Disable cookie restriction mode. This config depends on
Stores > Configuration > General > Web > Default

Cookie Settings > Cookie Restriction Mode.

Product Page



Option Description
Use full
“Add to
Cart” mode
for all
supported
products

Allows to switch between full “Add to Cart” section and
“Configure and Buy” button. “Configure and Buy” mode will
hide “Add to Cart” button and show “Configure and Buy”
link instead, that will open a desktop version of the product
page.

Use full
“Add to
Cart” mode
for

Enable full “Add to Cart” mode for selected product types

Category Page



Option Description
Disable
Layered
Navigation

You can disable layered navigation on AMP if your store
uses extension which does not work without javascript

Customization

In the Custom Styles field you can place styles which will be included on
AMP. CSS and SCSS syntax supported.

Next Up
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Customization
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Home > Magento 2.x > Extensions > Amp > Customization > AMP
homepage customization

Homepage
AMP uses separate cms page as your store homepage. You can edit it at
Content > Elements > Pages. Just search the page by
swissupamp_homepage identifier.

Contents

Slider
Category Images

Slider

Code:

content_copy{{widget type="Swissup\EasySlide\Block\Slider" 

identifier="swissupamp"}} 

Slider is powered by Easyslide module. You can edit the slides at Swissup >
General > Easyslide page. Look for a Swissup AMP slider.
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Category Images

Code:

content_copy{{widget 

type="Swissup\Easycatalogimg\Block\Widget\SubcategoriesList" 

category_count="6" subcategory_count="4" column_count="4" 

show_image="1" image_width="300" image_height="300" 

template="Swissup_Easycatalogimg::list.phtml" 

hide_when_filter_is_used="0"}} 

Category images are powered by EasyCatalogImages module. You can
assign category thumbnails manually at the category edit page, or you can
also use the “Automatic Image Assignment” feature at Stores >
Configuration > Swissup > Easy Catalog Images page.
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SEO Suite

SEO Suite is a toolkit to optimize your Magento 2 store for search engines.

This toolkit includes extensions:

Canonical URLs
HTML Sitemap
Metadata Templates
Regional URLs (hreflang)
Rich Snippets
SEO CrossLinks
SEO Pagination
SEO Images
SEO URLs
XML Sitemap

Follow links above to read more about extensions.
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Configuration
General
Categories
Products
CMS Pages

You can configure SEO enhancements for paginated content at Stores →
Configuration → Swissup → SEO Suite → Canonical URLs page.

General

Here you can change how canonical URL domain is build.

Categories
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Add canonical URL for category pages with respective option. Please
remember enabled Pagination module can overpower this setting.

Products
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You can enable or disable canonical URL on product page.

Other fun option is “Use parent product for canonical”. For product that is a
part of configurable, bundle or grouped product, this option forces it to use
parent product url as canonical. This feature consolidates Google indexes
and can be usefull for stores with huge number of products.

“Allowed parent types” - here you can select when feature ‘Use parent
product for canonical’ should work. For example, you can select only bundle
and grouped products.

CMS Pages



Here you can see one and pretty obvious config option.



Home > Magento 2.x > Extensions > Seo html sitemap > SEO HTML
Sitemap Configuration

Configuration
SEO HTML Sitemap configuration is located at Stores > Configuration
> Swissup > SEO Suite > SEO HTML Sitemap page.

Option Description
Enabled Enable/Disable module.
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Option Description
Sitemap Page
Title, Meta
Description and
Meta Keywords

Set sitemap page metadata

Show Stores on
Sitemap

Show list of stores. Note, that sitemap will use proper
store URLs only in the case when Add Store Code to
Urls option is enabled in System > Configuration >
General > Web > Url Options.

Show Categories
on Sitemap Show list of store categories

Max Categories
Depth

Set maximum categories depth. Set to 0 to show all
categories

Show Products
on Sitemap Show catalog products list on sitemap

Show Out of
Stock Products Show out of stock products on sitemap

Sort Products
and Categories
By

Sort products and categories links by name or position

Number of
Columns Select number of columns from 1 to 4

Group Links by
First Letter Enable to display links in groups by first letter

Hide Highlight
Pages from
Sitemap

Ability to display or hide the highlight pages from
sitemap. (Set to 0 to show them by default)

Show CMS
Pages on
Sitemap

Show CMS pages

Exclude CMS
Pages Select CMS pages you do not want to show on sitemap

Show Custom
Links on
Sitemap

Show links added in Links Grid
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Next Up

Back to Home
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Extension configuration
General
Optimize metadata
Cron settings

In order to change general extension settings, go to Stores ➔
Configuration ➔ Swissup section ➔ SEO Suite ➔ Metadata Templates.

Metadata Templates settings have two sections.

General
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In section General you can enable/disable extension. And you can force your
store to use generated metadata instead of metadata from product/category.

Optimize metadata

There are some recommendations how to get optimal metadata for website.
And this config section helps you to meet this recommendations. Optimal
length for page title is 70 characters (but you can set any length your need
with respective config option). Similar is for meta description.
Recommended length for it is around 170 characters.

Cron settings



Here you can setup metadata generation with your metadata templates via
Magento Cron.

For live stores we recommend to regenerate metadata once per week. Other
possible options are once per day or once per month.

Metadata generation is very resource-intensive task. Because it walk through
all products and categories for all store views. We split this process into
portions to prevent server overload. The larger the portion is the more it
loads server. You can set portion size with Records to process per run
option.
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Regional and Language URLs

First thing you have to know, this module does not add any visible
enhancements at your storefront. Its goal is to improve targeting of site
content to a specific country. And second, you get any benefits from this
module only when your store is multilingual and/or multi-regional.

Regional URLs module helps you to tell search engines (e.g. Google) that
you have multiple versions of a page for different languages or regions. And
search engine point users to the most appropriate version of your page by
language or region.

You can also add locale as subdirectory into store base url with this modules.
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We generate correct and valid URLs for every store view your Magento has.
There are no redirects with this URLs and no 404 pages. Search bots gonna
love them.

Module has simple and pretty self-explanatory settings. But in case you need
some info you can find it here - module configuration.

Extension works perfectly with:

Home page and CMS Pages;
Category Pages (with and without layered navigation filters);
Product Pages.

Regional URLs modules is a part of SEO Suite toolkit. And we do not
provide it as independent Magento 2 extension.
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Home > Magento 2.x > Extensions > Richsnippets > Rich Snippets
configuration

Configuration
General
Breadcrumbs
Product Structured Data
Organization
Social links
Website

General

Enabled - select Yes to enable a module.

Product Page structured data format - provides you control over format
for structured data at product page. By default it is JSON-LD. But you can
switch it back to Magento implementation of microdata or turn off structured
data at product page at all.

We minify JSON-LD data to reduce page size. You can turn it off with
Minify structured data option. This can be helpful if you need to debug
something.

Breadcrumbs
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Enabled - select Yes to enable a breadcrumbs in structured data.

Product Structured Data

Settings works only with structured data format JSON-LD.



Structured data for product contains a lot of information.



With option Structured Data you can configurate basic data snippets. Such
as name, sku, mpn (gtin8, gtin13, gtin14, isbn). Just set data property name
as select relatedt product attribute for it.

Price Valid Until sets default value for priceValidUntil property in Offers
data snippet. It applies for all product without special price. When special
price has expiration date then it will be used.

We offer two strategies for “Price Valid Until”:

Static Date - fixed date from field Static date.
Dynamic Date - date in future. Magento calculates this date every time
page is rendered. It uses value from field Days from today as offset
from current date.

Use option Product Brand Attribute to setup brand data snippet. Different
stores can name product brand differently (producer, manufacturer, brand,
etc.). So with this option you select wich product attribute structered data
should use as “brand”.

Other possible info for structed data of product is its condition. By default,
product condition is “New”. To specify attribute that should be consider as
condition use option Product Condition Attribute. Options below help
you to setup its proper values.

Organization



Fill out the fields to show the full information about your organization
directly in search results.

Social links



Social links snippets will help you to boost click-through rate for your
shared URLs, get more traffic from social networks and increase a social
media followers base. We do recommend you to implement rich snippets for
social media.

Website



Home > Magento 2.x > Extensions > Seo cross links > Configuration

Configuration
Important: to Enable this module at Your store, navigate to: Stores ->
Configuration -> Swissup -> SEO Suite -> SEO CrossLinks

Back to Main Page
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SEO Pagination

Current extension improves presentation of paginated content for search
engines.

Prev/Next recommendation from Google webmaster guide is outdated since
spring of 2019 (https://support.google.com/webmasters/thread/2783047?
hl=en).

Original article – Indicate paginated content.

This extension adds ‘view-all’ link for paginated content. Search engines
appreciate it as well as regular visitors. Because they can find all products at
one page.

We implemented multiple strategies for content with pages. So you can
choose one that suites best for your store. Our favorite strartegy (and most
relevant one) is enabled ‘view-all’ link + use it as canonical. That is why we
use it by default. But you always can change it in configuration.

Other great feature is page number in title. It helps to avoid possible
duplicate content issues.

Extension works perfectly with:
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Category view pages - product listing;
Search results page;
Highlight pages (Swissup Highlight extension);
Attribute pages (Swissup Attribute Pages extension).

SEO Pagination is a part of SEO Suite toolkit. And we do not provide it as
independent Magento 2 extension.
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SEO Images
Module helps to maintain names of product images. It allows you to build
product image name base on product attribute. Most common case, image
name is the same as product name.

This extension does not change any original files. It changes names for
resized images only.

Module has minimal number of settings.

The only restriction is that module works with global settings. And can’t be
changes on store view level.

Contents

Installation
Configuration
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SEO URLs
Magento 2 allows store owners to build good sites and make them friendly
for search engines out of the box.

Nevertheless, room for improvement always exists. Our SEO URLs
extension for Magento 2 does just that. This extension makes your store
better for search engines and real people.
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Extension builds SEO friendly links for filters in layered navigation at
category pages and at catalog search page. It reduces duplicated content at
your store. Because extension always generates same URL for same filter
set.

Main features of SEO URLs

Build URLs for Layered Navigation that are easy to read and
understand.
Reduce duplicated content using strict rule for building URLs - filter
set has one and only one link to it.
Change/rename labels for attributes and its options used in URLs for
Layered Navigation.
Rename catalogsearch/result page to short and understandable
search (or any other name you want).
Ready out of the box - install and use.
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Content

Installation
Configuration
Change labels in URL
rel=”nofollow” for URL in Layered Navigation
FAQ
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SEO XML Sitemap

A Sitemap is an XML file with list of URLs for a site. This file helps store
admin to inform search engines about URLs on a website that are available
for crawling. Sitemap can contain some additional information along side
with URLs (when URL was last updated, how often URL content changes,
how important it is in relation to other URLs in the site).

According to wikipedia Sitemaps are especially useful for websites where:

The site is very large and there is a chance for the web crawlers to
overlook some of the new or recently updated content
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When websites have a huge number of pages that are isolated or not
well linked together, or
When a website has few external links.

It seems like XML Sitemap is “must have” feature for Magento 2 store.

Magento 2 has its own nice sitemap implementation. Our module adds few
awesome features to it that make XML Sitemap even better:

sort links in XML according their priority (make sure crawler will
check the most important links first),
include any other (custom) links into XML,
add images to category links,
add regional and language URLs - hreflang (check Regional URLs
docs),
along side with core functions like, generate via Cron,
set the sitemap file limits.

In case you want to know more about core Magento Sitemap please read
article “Using a Site Map” at Magento docs.

Check links below to get closer with Swissup SEO XML Sitemap module.

Configuration
Admin interface to add custom links into XML
Generate the Sitemap

XML Sitemap module is a part of SEO Suite toolkit. And we do not provide
it as independent Magento 2 extension.
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